"etween and I worked with a group of young men living in the small urban centre on the island of "ubaque, Praça de "ubaque. These young men, whose will to be modern I have described elsewhere "ordonaro , a, b lamented the marginality of the region they were living in with exceptional frequency and distress. They had the constant feeling that there wasn't anything in "ubaque , that they lacked everything and that they were doomed to live in an underdeveloped and forgoten region. In this article I will trace back this self-perception to the historical and political processes that marginalised the rural communities in Guinea-"issau in the late colonial and in the post-independence period and excluded them from the formation of the state. These processes were supported and justiied by the concomitant formation and difusion of ideas of civilisation and development that produced and still produce an ideological opposition between urban populations and rural communities. Following the seminal work of "nna Tsing , I will consider how the paradigm of the archipelago as an out-of-the-way place was constructed over time through the grand narratives of civilisation and development. Placed in a strategic geographical location, the "jagó Islands maintained a crucial position in the economic and political landscape of the Senegambian region for several centuries. Indeed the "jagó were an emblematic example of those dynamic and cosmopolitan societies of the Upper Guinea coast that were active players in the making of the Atlantic. In the case of the "jagó, therefore, isolation and marginality are the outcome of political and military colonial and post-independence interventions rather than inherent features of speciic cold societies.
"s I will show in greater detail later, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the Portuguese government undertook a series of military campaigns to occupy the territory of Guiné, which deeply transformed the economy of the "jagó. With paciication, the archipelago was gradually conined to the edges of the Portuguese empire a savage place, whose population was pictured as sticking to ancestral customs, stubbornly reluctant to undergo the process of civilisation. Post-independence economic and social policies substantially reproduced and maintained this situation, conining the "jagó islands to the periphery of the nation state.
Civilising centres and backward ruralities
For centuries the "jagó Islands enjoyed a central position in the geography of the Senegambia region Mark, , "rooks, "owman, Forrest, Hawthorne, Henry, , participating in local trade with Europeans since the sixteenth century . Indeed, as Walter Hawthorn underlined, from the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries "jago were among the most important slave producers and traders in the area of Guinea-"issau . Raiding the villages of the coast, the "jagó made captives who were brought to the islands and sold to Western slave traders. These raids , continues Hawthorne, were so efective that by the seventeenth century, "jagó had transformed their islands into major slave-trading centres frequented by Portuguese, Dutch, French, English, and Spanish merchants. On many of the islands, slave-trading ports were created to meet a growing international demand .
" single village generally led these incursions, which had the purpose of pillaging the villages rather than actually occupying a territory, but in some cases several villages might form an alliance puting together a leet of up to forty canoes Henry, b . The trade allowed the "jagó to acquire iron-bars, cows, clothes and other valuable goods Mota, Henry, Hawthorne, .
The slave trade did not disappear in the irst decades of the nineteenth century. Quite the opposite, as René Pélissier underlined, it is likely that the inluence of the traders was intensiied in this period, mainly from its basis in the archipelago of the "jagó, where some islands Galinhas, "olama, etc. are real trading centres of whom the Portuguese authority, impotent or conniving, perfectly knows the existence .
Due to its independence and its strategic geographical position, for a long time the archipelago was a shelter for traders, allowing them to keep up theirnow illegal -trade, which was still lourishing in . Slave raiding therefore remained a basic aspect of "jagó economy through the eighteenth and into the nineteenth century Hawthorne, . On Portugal and the abolishment of the slave trade, see Marques, , .
The population of the archipelago is not perfectly homogeneous. Some noteworthy diferences are evident from one island to another at a linguistic and socio-cultural level. This is probably due to the diferent origin of the inhabitants of each island. Recent historical works, in fact, have shown that the islanders are of mainland origin, linking the population of the archipelago to the great migrations caused by the expansion of the empire of Mali in the th century Mota, Scantamburlo, [ ] Gallois Duquete, Henry, . The history of the people of the coast of Guinea is linked to the birth and expansion of the Mandingo kingdom of Kaabu on the history of Kaabu, see Lopes, to the East of the Geba River. The foundation of Kaabu dates back to the second half of the th century and is atributed to one of the generals of Sundjata, Tiramang Traoré. Most of the people living on the plains of the region -like the Felupe, the "eafada, the Manjako -were pushed towards the coastal regions they occupy today "owman, -. It seems likely that the "eafada occupied the territories of the coast that belonged to other groups, pushing them towards the islands Mota, .
Until , the archipelago remained independent from the political and Without real authority over the islands, the Portuguese favoured diplomatic means to acquire inluence over the people of the archipelago presents, oicial visits, treaties. The inhabitants of each island, for their part, took advantage of the situation, keeping up diplomatic relations with diferent European nations as politically and commercially independent entities. Even though the culture of the archipelago was almost unknown in this period, the "jagó were respected for their strength and courage as warriors and for the tenacity with which they preserved their independence.
It was only ater the "erlin Conference that the Portuguese waged military campaigns to efectively occupy the territories, facing strong local resistance. The irst campaigns were aimed at pacifying the coastal and internal regions, while sparing the archipelago Mendy, . "ctually, this region was one of the last to be fully paciied, and several campaigns had to be waged, especially when the implementation of the imposto de palhota hut tax and forced labour triggered several uprisings Guerra, . In the atermath of paciication, colonial administration throughout the country mainly concentrated on towns "issau, but also "afatá, Farim, "olama, Cacheu, etc. . Colonial power came to be associated with the urban areas as opposed to the rural ones, where the impact of colonial rule was sporadic and marginal.
Colonial modernity, with its ideology of civilisation and later of progress and development, was and was perceived as an eminently urban phenomenon, or at any rate as radiating from the urban centres. The colonial government considered the postos as civilising centres, with civilising efects on people who frequented them. Metaphorically, civilising the natives always meant drawing them out of the forest
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. The urban/rural divide created by the scatered Portuguese colonial presence in Guiné, proved to be one of the main conceptual frameworks for interpreting local reality long ater the end of the colonial regime. The opposition that
The "ustrian ethnologist Hugo "dolf "ernatzik, who visited the archipelago in -, let us an interesting description of the "jagó in the years immediately ater paciication "ernatzik, .
was to play an important role in the formulation of post-independence development policies was a moral geography Thomas that started to be drawn on the territory and in the people's awareness of the discontinuous presence of colonial authority.
In the archipelago, the spatial display of colonial authority followed a similar patern, with the government concentrating in the Praça de "ubaque which was sede da circumscrição and posto administrativo at the same time . In practice, contact with the central government was nil and the relationship the "jagó had with colonial administration was limited to the chefes de posto and its sipaios "frican soldiers , who sporadically collected the taxes and organised forced labour Newit, Guerra, . The archipelago, even ater paciication, with its fame as a primitive, rural, out-of-the-world place, was not among the preferred destinations for Europeans working and living in Guiné. Colonial oicers were not eager to carry out their duty far from the central administration, in a remote, secluded, uncivilised and mostly abandoned region. "ccording to the census, only whites resided in the whole circunscrição Carreira, , which had a civilised population of .
The political and economic marginalization of the archipelago in the colony of
Guiné was coupled with a dramatic shit in the representations of its inhabitants. The islanders were no longer the noble warriors but were portrayed as an obstacle to the civilising mission and to the exploitation of the archipelago's natural resources. "n image of the static, isolated, stubborn and conservative primitives began to emerge. The dynamic traders and sailors became peaceful, lazy rice growers and ishermen, who rejected involvement in the colony's economy and grew all they needed. Imposed coninement acquired an idiosyncratic and ancestral character, while traditional culture was acknowledged as the main obstacle to civilisation and development. The "jagó were ready to enter the civilisation machine. Galli and Jones, who explored the transformations and efects of colonial policies on peasant economy in detail , claim that even the most progressive functionaries …began their analyses with the assumption that most Guineans lived traditional lives on a subsistence level characterized by low productivity. For them, tradition was the major obstacle to development rather than inappropriate administration, patent neglect of infrastructure and coercive policies. The assumption that traditional societies could be modernized by state policies ited the Portuguese view of the relationship of civilizado and indígena .
Substantially, low agricultural production and lack of development had to be ascribed to the backwardness of indigenous agriculture and to the resistance to change atributable to what was called tribal mentality .
Portuguese colonial anthropology was fundamentally allied in yielding representations consonant with the paternalism and primitivism of the regime see Gallo, Roque, . "s Pels and Salemink wrote about the paciication processes throughout "frica, the initial horizontal relationship evolves into a vertical one war into policing, reconnaissance into overview . The people of the archipelago, when tamed, become the subjects of investigation for
anthropologists. It was in this disciplinary ield -where power and knowledge are interwoven -that the "jagó acquired a stabilised, irreducible diference. "s Nicholas Thomas has underlined, anthropology oten produces a discourse of alterity that magniies the distance between «others» and «ourselves» Thomas,
. In an orientalistic and exoticizing perspective, the inhabitants of the islands were portrayed in colonial anthropological literature as the diferent par excellence, the inheritors of ancestral customs. Their anomalous socio-political organisation, the status of women, their atitude towards death, the cruelty of initiation and the beauty of their sculpture were underlined, constructing an image of the ultimate primitive, the irreducible and odd ancestral savage. In an aura of exoticism and oddness, some "jagó men, women and children were abducted from the islands and out on show in a "jagó village reproduced at the Exhibition of the Portuguese World in Lisbon in Matos, .
"rguing about the colonial origins of local distinctions between traditional and modern, Hodgson wrote, the modern/traditional dichotomy was inscribed on the categories such as ethnic identities that were formed as part of the imperial project of imposing a modern order on the perceived chaos of the native . "s Mudimbe underlined "ecause of the colonializing structure, a dichotomizing system has emerged, and with it a great number of current paradigmatic oppositions have developed traditional versus modern oral versus writen and printed agrarian and customary
In Portugal, anthropological research was undertaken rather later than in other major European colonial powers Pina Cabral, , Castelo, Schouten, , and at the end of the s, Portuguese anthropology could well be considered a newborn discipline Sousa,
. "etween the end of the nineteenth century and , Portuguese works of anthropology were not only rare, but they did not follow the international evolution of this discipline Schouten,
. "s Maria Johanna Schouten has underlined, during the Estado Novo, the cultures of the colonized were commonly considered poor and inferior, unworthy of much interest. This might explain the scarcity of anthropological works focusing on cultural aspects Schouten, -. The connivance of anthropology and colonialism is obviously not a Portuguese peculiarity. Several studies on early anthropology have shown how the newborn human science shared at least some basic assumptions with the ideology of the colonial project Pels, Pels & Salemink, "pter, "sad, Said, Mudimbe, .
communities versus urban and industrialized civilization subsistence economies versus highly productive economies .
Referring to Madagascar, Philip Thomas claimed that to speak of the rural and the urban, and tradition and modernity, is to refer to sedimented deposits of modernist narratives of development and progress that colonialism bequeathed to much of the postcolonial world Thomas . See also Pels -, Gupta -, -. Development is indeed one of the crucial issues for understanding post-independence "frica and probably one of the heaviest legacies of the idea of civilisation . In Guinea-"issau, the notion of development, crucial in the nationalist ideology supporting the anti-colonial war, and later for state modernism, shared its basic assumptions with the colonial project of civilisation, reproducing the schism between village tradition and urban modernity. During mobilization, war and for a few years ater independence, the P"IGC "frican Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape Verde continued its eforts to bring development, education and health to the rural areas. Even though services were expanded, the prevailing strategy, although well intentioned, was essentially paternalistic. Development had to be brought to the peasants Galli and Jones,
. "ter independence in , the P"IGC accepted the model of the modern state and imported models of development and modernisation. policies supported urban elites and tried to promote semi-industrial activities based in "issau Lopes, et seq. . The fostering of policies that supported and encouraged an urban vision of the future had important social consequences, producing a neat distinction between urban dwellers and villagers. "s Patrick Chabal has underlined, at an individual level, to move forward was to move to "issau. For the country as a whole, the future was the promise held by "issau . Urban areas, and "issau in particular, came to be associated with the ideas of progress and development, as places of economic opportunity, while the rural areas, on the other hand, were the realm of tradition, immobility and
Not only the village mode of production but also its cultural and social elements were stigmatised as backward. Modernisation was assumed to be an unstoppable process that would inevitably eliminate tradition . Government policies and atitudes paralleled the analysis put forward by scholars and international organisations on this issue. Regarding traditional cultures, the post-independence governments always showed a certain ambiguity. On the one hand, they were important elements to be counterpoised to the Euro-Imperialistic-Colonial culture, as basic factors for the constitution of an "frican identity, a form of cultural resistance to the process of colonial civilisation. On the other hand, though, the preservation of tradition was incompatible with the new social model that the newborn state was trying to impose on its subjects. Several aspects of the culture and social organisation of the rural communities did not it in with the ideals of equity, education, gender equality and freedom that the P"IGC was proclaiming. "s Pieterse and Parekh underlined, the opposition between nationalism and nativism was a distinctive feature of the postcolonial decolonization agenda, actually reproducing the underlying logic of the colonial project and imaginary . 7 This vision and its social and economic consequences are not obviously limited to Guinea-"issau, but are one of the destabilising factors of "frican post-independence economies in general see e.g. Davidson,
. The state's tendency to consider the towns as its main political and economic objectives Lopes, obviously triggered internal migration towards the urban centres. In , Lopes reports , "issau had a population of , . Though it had only % of the population, % of the investments and % of the budget were concentrated in the capital city, which enjoyed a kind of socio-economic autonomy Lopes, . The state's economic policies, following IMF indications, pushed many people to search for alternative and informal survival strategies in town Padovani,
. "ccording to the general population and housing census, Guinea-"issau had , inhabitants and an annual growth rate of . per cent between and . In the same period, the urban population increased from . per cent to per cent. The population of the capital city, "issau, rose from , in to , estimated in before the war reported in Scantamburlo .
"hlberg has underlined that in development discourse, "frican culture is oten considered the main barrier to "frican development .
In the "jagó Islands, with slight diferences, the state replaced colonial functionaries in the project of transforming the islands' communities, making them it for progress. However, despite the enthusiasm of the irst years, the P"IGC structures at local level became gradually detached from the central authority and therefore weaker. The recent history of the archipelago is similar in this respect to that of many other rural areas in Guinea-"issau. While the acknowledged centre of economic and political life was "issau, the rural regions were targeted by short and medium term state-managed development projects. See also Forrest, . The decay of the state became even more evident during the troubled years that followed the / war, when the local structures the P"IGC had created ater independence were suddenly de-legitimized, while the new administration could not in any way replace this void in authority. "ter the war, there was no visible representation of public administration anywhere in the countryside Forrest, .
The marginalization of rural areas in the post-independence period and the state's urban-based developmentalist vision contributed to the permanence of colonial representations. The "jagó continued to be considered the traditional culture par excellence. "uilding also on the history of resistance to Portuguese paciication, the islands' communities were portrayed in nationalist rhetoric as the original "frican societies, let largely unspoiled by contact with Europeans. On the other hand, from the point of view of the urban-based elite, the people of the islands represented all they had tried to leave behind, and persisted as icons of the primitive, the savage, and the past.
"There is nothing here": expressing marginality
"s I pointed out earlier, the island of "ubaque, where I carried out my research, was the seat of the colonial administration and preserved its regional centrality ater independence. On the northern coast of the island is the only urban centre of the archipelago, initially built in the early th century by the Portuguese, simply called Praça . With an estimated population of , , Praça de "ubaque is the seat of the regional administration and the islands' main port. The hospital, the Catholic, "nglican and "dventist missions, the court, a few hotels and a market all give Praça the appearance of a small town, atracting traders, students and fortune seekers from other islands in the archipelago and from the rest of Guinea-"issau. Even though Praça has gradually integrated with the regional economy, the island of "ubaque shows discontinuities and diferences within the context of the archipelago. "ctually, though far from being culturally stagnant, the other islands of the archipelago had less access to external cultural and media contacts ater independence.
Praça is what Mary Louise Prat would call a contact zone Prat ,
where Europeans, "jagó and people coming from other regions of Guinea-"issau or from neighbouring "frican countries to trade, cohabit side by side.
However, Praça can easily be portrayed as a marginal, peripheral place within the context of Guinea-"issau. During my last stays in "ubaque, sporadic, unsafe means of transportation to "issau and rarely working telephone lines frequently let Praça totally isolated from the mainland, especially during the rainy season from November to May when sea conditions are bad. Despite its urban aspect and buzzing activity, Praça and the archipelago are largely disconnected from the rest of the country and from the capital city "issau. It is a place where you can feel really cut of from the rest of the world. It was in this context that I worked with a group of young boys who had moved to Praça from their villages, searching for their development in an urban seting. Without intending these young people to be taken as representative of the whole of "jagó youth, I suggest that they can be considered as emblematic of the social and identity processes that characterise young males in Guinea-"issau and in "frica at large Vigh, . "s I have described elsewhere "ordonaro,
In Guinea-"issau, the term praça nowadays means urban centre . In Portuguese, this word has several meanings square, marketplace, but also garrison, fortress and stronghold. It is probably with this later meaning that the Portuguese called their irst garrisons along the coasts of "frica praças, and since it is mainly around these outposts that the urban centres grew over the centuries, in Guinea-"issau the term means town . In the archipelago, the term is locally used to identify the urban centre of "ubaque as opposed to the villages tabanka . The complete denomination should be therefore Praça de Bubaque, but this name is only used outside the archipelago. The lack of means of transportation is commonly held as another sign of the state's disinterest in the people of the archipelago. "t the same time, improvement of means of communication with the mainland is always one of the main points during electoral campaign speeches. These promises are always forgoten ater the elections, but remembered by the people in "ubaque, who biterly and ironically joke about the grandeur of the projects. Koumba Yalá, for example, promised the construction of a bridge linking "ubaque to the nearby island of Rubane during one of his speeches. To what purpose, neither I nor my interlocutors could igure out, but this gigantic undertaking always seemed to me as an amazing example of the grotesqueness of postcolonial power. tion and the narratives of loss are common features of "frican conceptions of "frican self and history . In "ubaque, the cluster of sentiments triggered by this self-perception is forcefully expressed by the Kriol term koitadesa, denoting the perception of being wretched and hopeless, the surrender to the diiculties of life and adverse fate. "s Wilson Trajano Filho pointed out, the term is crucial for self-perception in the Guinea-"issau Creole world, just like other similar phrases such as djitu ka ten that could be translated as accept things as they are because there is no way to change them , or n' sufri literally I sufer , but meaning rather I bear, I bear the sufering .
The culture/development antithesis
If their perception of marginality indeed pointed to the real exclusion and subordination of the "jagó region within the national and international contexts, the analysis that young men made of this situation reproduced the blueprint of colonial and developmentalist theories that acknowledged traditional cultures as an obstacle to progress and modernization.
Domingo Carlos da Silva was born in in "jante, one of the largest villages on the island of "ubaque, with around inhabitants. It is the closest one to Praça, with only a one-kilometre trail through cashew plantations separating them. Domingo grew up in the village, but decided to move to town when he was seventeen. He atended the ninth grade at the local high school and shared a diicult situation in Praça with many others, dividing his time between the need to earn enough money to make a living and the will to atend school. He was brilliant, intelligent, and stubborn. He faced the diiculties, accepting them as a necessary consequence of his choice and as a sacriice for the development of himself, the islands and his country. Domingo agreed on the general atrasobackwardness -of "jagó culture kultura . He described the archipelago as the least developed region of Guinea-"issau and, according to him, the cause was excessive atachment to the values of village culture. Kusa di kultura culture things , he used to say, Delay us and hold back our development. We have to abandon them . Education and training abroad were the only way to draw the archipelago out of its condition of lack of development falta di desenvolvimento .
Like Domingo, the young men I interviewed considered Praça a developed place contrasting with the rural milieu. The villages and the town seemed to be opposite sites of their moral geography Thomas, and had become spatial symbols of the binomials that made up the social myth of development closeness and openness, backwardness and progress, tradition and cosmopolitanism. The young men of Praça pictured themselves as desenvolvido developed in contrast with the village population, which was stigmatized as backward, underdeveloped, uncivilized and locked in an ancestral past. In this vision, age-grades, initiation ceremonies, payment to the elders and almost every other aspect of village life were despised as survivals, fragments of another age, doomed to disappear in order to allow development.
When asked to explain why the villages tended to remain closed in on themselves, the boys complained that life in the village was dominated by culture, kultura. In their words, kultura or kusa di kultura -culture things stood for the basic elements of the village's social organization, as well as for the ethical principles, the way of life and vision of the world atributed to the rural world. Culture things were held responsible for the backwardness in which the archipelago was considered to linger. "ccording to the boys, kultura and its guardians, the elders, limited young people's chance to develop themselves desenvolvi , also blocking the evolution of the entire archipelago. For most of them kultura and desenvolvimento were necessarily at odds with each other. Delito was born in the village of "nkamona, a few kilometers from Praça, where he moved when he was twelve, against his father's will. Like many young men, he had to bear the burden of education all by himself, because his father did not agree with his decision.
My father wanted me to become like him! complained Delito in an interview, starting a pitiless atack against the kusa di kultura that he perceived as an obstacle to his development. Look at my mother. 
Conclusion
Despite the evident weakness of the colonial government and the post-independence state in local administration, both these powers marketed mighty ideologies that created in Guinea-"issau an image of the rural communities as antithetic to ideas of social change. "s "nna Tsing , showed, the way in which a speciic place is deined as marginal has to do very much with how that place was and is deined as marginal, and by whom. The development of cultural marginality -underlined Rob Shields -occurs only through a complex process of social activity and cultural work. Marginal places have been placed on the periphery of cultural systems of space in which places are ranked relative to each other , .
From this point of view marginal is a sort of deictic -a notion whose meaning is dependent on the context in which it is used. It is on the map drawn by the colonial and post-independence projects of modernity that marginality turns into a relevant and signiicant notion. "ctually, young men realised their marginality and wretched condition because they claimed citizenship of the space of national and global modernity. In the same way, in this very space, the only way to claim citizenship in national modernity for "jagó youth seems to be to reject and deny those aspects of their culture at least publicly that are acknowledged as antithetical to development.
"ut if indeed marginality -like underdevelopment -is a strongly ideological concept, a relative and ethnocentric context-a myth in a sense which is true only if you believe in it , we should not overlook the all-too-real historical and contemporary social, political, and economic processes that have been dramatically transforming "frican societies. The feelings of marginality, powerlessness, and peripherality expressed by young people in the archipelago are indeed discursive legacies of the ideologies of civilisation and modernity but are also categories that point to concrete forms of political and economic violence. 
